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Flanders Pilot Report
Vision and Objective
Integration of customs compliance activities in logistics operations is essential, especially for freight
operations that cross European borders. Within the Common Framework, compliance management
is included as a generic activity executed by transport & logistics service providers (often SMEs) and
transport regulators like customs authorities. The transport & logistics service provider can benefit
by reusing information on cargo, parties, transport means, etc. from the transport execution plan
(TEP) exchanged with the transport & logistics user – and thereby comply efficiently with reporting
requirements. In practice, a customs representative is often assigned to take care of customs
declarations. That customs representative then acts as a service provider (in case, a provider of a
compliance service) towards the freight forwarder or carrier.
Within the EU Customs policy there is a trend towards (pre-clearance) electronic filing and increased
security, which has been defined in the MASP (Multi-Annual Strategic Plan), keeping the balance
between trade facilitation (including programs like Authorised Economic Operator) and controls.
Within MASP a number of projects have been defined, which will be realized between 2007 and
2013 and beyond. For import the main project is called AIS (Automated Import System):
•
•

•

•

The first phase is the ICS (Import Control System), which focuses on the Entry Summary
Declaration (ENS), a security filing which is handled in most cases by the carrier.
The next phase is the full AIS, which contains important new implementations triggered by
the new MCC (Modernized Customs Code) like “Centralized Clearance” and “Entry in the
records”. Centralized Clearance describes the process of handling all Customs formalities in
one country, regardless in which country the goods arrive in the EU. Entry in the records are
opportunities to reduce the dataset of the electronic import clearance to only a few data
elements like an internal reference, a link to the summary declaration and the company
identification number. The customs controls will be system-based, a posteriori through
audits. Because of this reduced data set, there are less matching issues with the summary
declaration.
These innovative concepts will have a great impact on the logistics activities and offer
opportunities for moving the import clearance process from the port to the hinterland, and
avoiding the cost and burden of transit declarations. Also, the concept of temporary storage
becomes more important, as sea terminals will be considered as warehouses, requiring
inbound notifications like the summary declaration for temporary storage (also called import
manifest further on) and outbound notifications like the release from Customs.
To realize new concepts like “Centralized Clearance” it is crucial that port inventory
information like import manifests are shared with transport & logistics users and providers
that handle the import compliance process. The cross-border aspect, for example in the case
of a container that arrives in Rotterdam and is cleared for Customs in Belgium, is another big
challenge for EU Customs Authorities, which have all their own national systems. This case
doesn’t handle such cross-border scenarios.
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The objective of the Flemish pilot is to demonstrate how customs compliance activities can be
integrated within a logistics operation that imports goods into Europe. Large numbers of transport
users, transport service providers and transport regulators (like customs authorities) are connected
to the Descartes Global Logistics Network. This includes shipping lines, importers, freight forwarders
and customs representatives, which is a mix of large companies and SME’s.

Participating industrial stakeholders
The following industrial stakeholders have been actively involved in the Flanders operational pilot:

Portmade Customs NV
Role: Customs representative
Partner description:
PORTMADE CUSTOMS NV (PMC) is a daughter of the holding Portmade NV which was founded in
1993 by staff of shipping companies. Our aim is to provide services and create facilities for our
clientele (shipping and operating agents, logistic platforms, forwarders, etc.).
PMC is expert in all customs related documents: import, export, transit, interport and intraEuropean equalisations, fiscal representation, claims handling, application permits in the BENELUX
and with local offices in Antwerp, Zeebrugge, Liège and Rotterdam.
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Wirtz Shipping & co NV:
Role: Freight forwarder
Partner description:
Wirtz Shipping & co nv located in the hart of Antwerp is an international freight forwarder that
handles industrial projects through contract forwarders or directly for suppliers. Their main activity
is new steel imports from South America, Iran and China, second choice steel import and export in
container and break bulk.
Wirtz is handling regular general cargo shipments moved as break-bulk but also as FCL or LCL
throughout the world.

CMA-CGM

Role: Ocean Carrier
Partner description
CMA CGM is the world’s third largest container shipping group and number one in France. CMA CGM
is headquartered in Marseille (France), and operates out of over 650 offices and agencies in more
than 150 countries. With regular services on over 170 shipping lines, the Group manages a dense
network capable of meeting the expectations of its customers all over the world. It is also one of the
first global shipping operators to have control over the whole logistics chain offering a door-to-door
service that integrates both inland waterway transport (River Shuttle Containers) and railways (CMA
Rail), as well as port handling facilities and logistics on land.

AS IS versus TO BE situation
The current Import process in a sea port has to deal with a lot of uncertainties about what, how and
by whom the inland transport and the customs procedures are to be organized. A lot of different
players (large and small) are involved in this import process. The sea port and the other players in
the Supply Chain (like the buyer/consignee) would benefit a lot if this process could be optimized
(i.e. shortened, standardised) and could be visualized (and thereby made more transparent and
reliable).
All related messages, to be sent to the Customs Authorities, require the gathering of specific
customs and logistic information. The problem with this data exchange is that there are multiple
sources (different parties in the hinterland: customs representatives, freight forwarders, shippers,
barge operators, inland terminals, shipping agents, …) and they use different formats (flat files, .CSV
files, XML, EDIFACT, …). Also today tools like phone, fax and e-mail are often used for information
sharing between these parties. This currently results ino inefficient logistic processes and manual
errors.
At the moment, the ocean carrier has a lot of information on the arrival of the vessel and of the
cargo that is to be imported in a certain Member State. The ocean carrier will send a subset of this
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information to the customs authorities by means of an arrival notification and an import manifest
(also called summary declaration for temporary storage) to be compliant with the national
legislation.
In the system of the Customs Authorities, the import manifest must be “written off” by an import
(including the placement under economic regimes like bonded warehouse) or transit declaration. If
this clearance process is not done on time, the Ocean Carrier or its representing Shipping Agent is
held responsible and he will have to pay the fine to the Customs Authorities.
Today for each Bill of Lading that forms part of the import manifest, the Ocean Carrier will send
filtered information, also called arrival notices, to notify the parties that are mentioned on the
respective Bill of Lading.

In most cases, there is also a Freight Forwarder and/or a Customs Broker involved in the import
process that is not mentioned on the Bill of Lading. In the current situation, these parties don’t
receive the information via a “push” mechanism. Instead, they have to “pull” the information from
the Ocean Carrier or from the Shipping Agent that represents the Ocean Carrier in the port of
discharge. The latter is done via time-consuming and error-prone phone calls and unstructured emails.
A collaborative ICT solution would not only be to the benefit of the Freight Forwarder or the
Customs Broker, but also to the benefit of the Ocean Carrier.
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To overcome these inefficiencies the information of the arrival notifications and the import
manifests of all the Ocean Carriers or their representing Shipping Agents can be registered in a
central and neutral platform. This platform then provides information-sharing services to different
parties in the transport chain (Import Services) and process visibility (Visibility Services).
Customs Representatives/Freight Forwarders can request information from the import services to
reuse in their transit departure or import declarations. Also importers can pull information out of the
platform to reuse in their import declarations.

Each operator can send its declaration to customs. The release of the import/transit declaration that
is provided by customs – containing an MRN number (Movement Reference Number) – is forwarded
to the platform. This way the ocean carrier or importer can monitor which container is ‘written off’.
In case there is no automatic link, the customs Representative can also register the information via a
Web entry in the import services.
This means that the import services supports interoperability for both large and small companies by
offering both a web user interface and integration with back-end applications through open but
secured web services protocols.
This platform should provide the requestors with the following information on the lowest level
(item):
•

IMO number of the vessel

•

Ship’s Stay Reference Number in the sea port
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•

Container number

•

Bill of Lading Number

•

Article number and Item number on the import manifest. Remark: the Customs
system compares the quantities between the summary declaration and the Customs
declaration on item numbers, not on container numbers.

•

Movement Reference Number (MRN) from the Entry Summary filing (ENS) for Import
Control System (ICS) Timer for the write-off, e.g. within 20 days

•

Customs declaration information if available (import and transit declaration
information):
o

Declaration Number (Movement Reference Number)

o

Identification of the declaring party (EORI + name)

o

Type of the declaration: transit or import (IM, EU, CO)

o

Status of the declaration (accepted, released, cancelled, …)

o

Number of packages still to be written-off for the specific item

o

Package type

•

Consolidated write-off status per item: partial (partially written-off) or completed
(completely written-off).

•

Container seals (when available)

•

Identification of transport service user (principal of the Customs Representative): ID +
name

Performance indicators
KPI drivers
This section describes potential KPIs identified that can measure the results of the Flanders Pilot
services. The KPIs were identified and described in cooperation with the pilot partners, which
guarantees the relevance and possibilities to measure.
The KPIs can be grouped in 3 main drivers or objectives that are identified by the industry partners:
-

Improved efficiency in customs declaration handling
Improved operational logistics
Improved efficiency in hinterland transport planning

Improved efficiency in customs declaration handling

This group of KPIs is related to possible improvements by sharing data through the logistics, also
called information logistics.
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The following KPIs are identified:
-

Cost saving for handling import/transit customs declarations
Decrease in number of rejected declarations
Decrease overhead in follow up of mismatched declarations

Improved operational logistics

This group of KPIs focuses on the reduction of resources that can be achieved by the organisational
change as a result of the use of the DiSCwise operational platform.
The following KPIs are identified:
-

Cost saving related to handling information requests from customs representatives
Cost saving related to administration costs for handling late declarations
Decrease the number of incorrect pickup appointments on the terminal

Improved efficiency in hinterland transport planning

This KPI identifies the possible impact of the DiSCwise platform on the further executions of the
logistics chain and more particularly the effect in transport hinterland planning.

KPI definitions
KPI 1.1: Cost savings for handling import/transit customs declarations
Background
Currently, most carriers do not provide a service for the provision of import manifest data that can
be reused by other partners in the supply chain. Other carriers do provide information services on an
individual level that is not standardized.
Also, smaller companies often do not have the ability to rely on automated processes and EDI
messaging to support their daily business processes with multiple parties. Information is received on
paper and being retyped.
The manual way of working is often time consuming and vulnerable to the introduction of errors.
The manual effort and corrective actions can be translated into a cost.
The lack of a standard requires subscribers to collect the info from different sources in different
ways.
Definition
This KPI reflects the cost reduction by making use of the Common Framework and related services in
the Flanders pilot to handle import or transit declarations. This KPI is applicable for:
-

Customs representatives
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How to measure
Measurement of the KPI can be achieved by:
-

Identify the customs representative’s tasks and corresponding effort
Identify which of these tasks become redundant or reduced in time
Calculate the % of effort/cost that becomes redundant through the use of the DiSCwise
platform.

Baseline
Task list:
-

-

-

-

-

Retrieve information from principal:
o The principal provides an instruction for a customs declaration (import/transit) to
the customs representative for the imported goods via regular communication tools
(phone, fax, e-mail) . This assignment contains typically the BL number(s) and
container number(s) that need to be cleared and that are listed on the import
manifest of the carrier.
o The principal can be consignee or freight forwarder
Retrieve information from carrier or shipping agent
o The customs representative contacts the carrier to get the required details for
creating the import manifest in its customs declarations software.
o The carrier provides required details available on the import manifest via a
hardcopy, fax, e-mail or carrier specific online service
Manual gathering of retrieved information.
o The customs representative uses both information sources to prepare the customs
declaration.
Manual data input in customs declaration software
o The customs representative retypes the required data into his customs declaration
software and writes off all goods listed on the manifest.
Reporting to the principal

Baseline measurement
Baseline task
Retrieve information from principal

Baseline
duration / %
1-10 days

Retrieve information from carrier or shipping agent

1-10 days

Manual gathering of retrieved information.
Manual data input in customs declaration software

1 hours

Reporting to the principal

30'
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DiSCwise services
Task list:
-

-

Proactive retrieval of information from DiSCwise:
o Import Manifest (CUSCAR) data is automatically pushed to the DiSCwise platform.
o The principal assigns the customs representative in the DiSCwise service platform
and sends out a customs declaration instruction containing the BL number(s) and
container number(s) that need to be cleared for customs and are listed on the
import manifest.
o The customs representative is informed by the DiSCwise platform service of his
assignment. In this assignment, all the data required to perform the customs
clearance is retrieved from the DiSCwise platform services and pushed to the
customs representative. This can be achieved electronically via e-mail or EDI.
o The principal can be a consignee or freight forwarder
Reuse of information and copy or import it in the customs declaration software
Reporting by customs representative to the principal of the write-off status. This is
automatically done in case of EDI integration.

KPI goal
DiSCwise task
Proactive retrieval of information from DiSCwise
Proactive retrieval of information from DiSCwise
Reuse of information and copy or import it in the
customs declaration software
Reporting to the principal

DiSCwise target
duration / %
0-1 days
0 days
15'
0-30'

KPI 1.2: Decrease in number of rejected declarations
Background
Imported cargo is accompanied by the bill of lading (BL), a document that is issued by a carrier to a
shipper, acknowledging that the cargo has been received on board as cargo for conveyance to a
named place for delivery to the consignee who is usually identified on this BL. The customs
representative will use this BL information (often received as an arrival notice to the notify) together
with the extra information from the principal to clear all the goods (line items) for customs. It is
important that the customs representative can rely on correct information to execute a correct
declaration. Incorrect or inconsistent data and the possibility of making clerical errors are elements
that result in rejected declarations.
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Definition
This KPI measures the reduction in the number of occurrences where a declaration was rejected
because of incorrect or inconsistent data.
This KPI is applicable for:
-

Customs representatives

How to measure
Measurement of the KPI can be achieved by:
-

Comparing the % of rejected declarations during the operational pilot with the EU Taxud
figures.

Baseline
Task list:
-

Correct the data after rejection by customs

Baseline measurement:
The amount of rejected declarations by EU Taxud for NCTS is around 3% of the total number of
declaration. This includes large companies that already have EDI integration and therefore a low
probability of clerical errors. For SMEs it is estimated that this percentage is higher due to manual
processing of the data, especially in case of import clearance that must match the import manifest
from the carrier. The baseline value is therefore estimated at 3-6%.
DiSCwise services
Task list:
-

Correct the data after rejection by customs

KPI goal:
-

Making use of the DiSCwise platform, the pilot aims to reduce the number to less than 3%.

KPI 1.3: Decrease overheads in follow-up of mismatched declarations
Background
Besides rejected declarations, there can still be declarations mismatched with the manifest that
don’t immediately generate a reject from customs. However, later in the process this could lead to
overheads when the total amount is not cleared from the import manifest. This can also require
corrections on the original declaration or the sending of a new declaration.
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Definition
This KPI measures the decrease of administrative overhead for handling mismatched customs
declarations. These administrative overheads are considered as a significant overhead cost by SMEs.
This KPI is applicable for:
-

Customs representatives

How to measure
Measurement of the KPI can be achieved by:
-

Measuring the effort spent on administrative overhead for handling mismatched customs
declarations during the operational pilot.

Baseline
Task list:
-

Establish the root cause of the rejected declaration and take corrective measures

Baseline measurement:
-

The related effort is currently estimated to 0,2 FTE

DiSCwise services
Task list:
-

Establish the root cause of the rejected declaration and take corrective measures
Measurement by time reporting

KPI goal:
-

Making use of the DiSCwise platform, the pilot aims to reduce the effort with more than 25%

KPI 2.1: Cost saving related to handling information requests from customs
representatives
Background
In general, the carrier is considered as the provider of the import manifest. This makes the carrier
the unique point of contact for the customs representative, the forwarders and the consignee to get
and validate manifest information that is required for the declaration.
Making the relevant data available in a central location to support the party that uses this info within
his business processes can significantly reduce the administrative overhead for the carrier.
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Definition
This KPI measures the decrease of administrative overhead for supporting customers and logistics
partners that depend on information that is part of the import manifest.
This KPI is applicable for:
-

Carriers

How to measure
Measurement of the KPI can be achieved by:
-

Measuring the effort spent on administrative overhead for supporting customers and
logistics partners during the operational pilot.

Baseline
Task list:
-

Provide support to customers and logistics partners

Baseline measurement:
-

The related effort is currently estimated to 1 FTE

DiSCwise services
Task list:
-

Provide support to customers and logistics partners
Measurement by time reporting

KPI goal:
-

Making use of the DiSCwise platform, the pilot aims to reduce the effort with more than 25%

KPI 2.2: Cost saving related to administration costs for handling late declarations
Background
Customs regulations require that this process is completed within a given timeframe and hold the
carrier responsible for the execution within this timeframe. Visibility of this process can help the
carriers in fulfilling their responsibility towards customs and support them in their selection of
reliable partners that are able to meet these requirements.
Definition
This KPI measures the decrease of administrative overhead for partner follow-up when customs
officials have issued a warning or fine for late declaration. The terminal will be addressed, but they
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will involve the carrier and the carrier will also involve the Customs representative or forwarder in
many cases. This KPI is applicable for:
-

Carriers
Customs representative
Forwarder

How to measure
It is considered difficult to measure the number of cases where a warning or fine was avoided due to
proactive alerting of the carrier. The effort related to follow-up the issue of late declaration is
however measurable and considered as an importance overhead cost.
Measurement of the KPI can be achieved by:
-

Measuring the effort spent in resolving late declarations

Baseline
Task list:
-

Reactive notification of the late declarations by customs authorities
Establish the root cause of the case with logistics partners
Frequent status tracking with customs representative on declaration status.

Baseline measurement:
-

The related effort is currently estimated to 0,5 FTE

DiSCwise services
Task list:
-

Proactive notification by DiSCwise platform services of possible late declaration
Proactive status notification of open declarations
Establish the root cause of the case with logistics partners
Measurement by time reporting

KPI goal:
-

Making use of the DiSCwise platform, the pilot aims to reduce the effort with more than 25%
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KPI 2.3: Decrease the number of incorrect pick-up appointments, more
specifically useless visits to the terminal
Background
Containers are released from the terminal after the commercial and customs release. The forwarder
that acts as transport architect must know when he can send a truck to pick up the goods from the
terminal for transport to the hinterland. Incorrect pick-up appointments because of non-cleared
containers lead to useless trips, overall delay, costs and unnecessary CO2 emissions.
Definition
This KPI measures the decrease of missed pick-up appointments as a result of the container not
being released by customs.
This KPI is applicable for:
-

Forwarders
Hauliers

How to measure
- Keeping a log book for missed pick-up appointments and the hours a truck is not in transit
Baseline
Task list:
-

Reschedule truck appointment
Inform consignee of late delivery
Measurement of hours the truck did not move

Baseline measurement:
-

The number of missed truck appointments per FF is currently 1 per month.
Average duration a truck is moving: 2h
Cost is estimated at 45-65 €/hour (average 55 €/h)

DiSCwise services
Task list:
-

Reschedule truck appointment
Inform consignee of late delivery
Measurement of the hours the truck did not move

KPI goal:
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-

Decrease the baseline measurement with 50%

KPI 3.1: Reduce the lead time for time critical shipments (phase 2)
Background
The container can be released from the terminal from the moment the customs release and the
commercial release is given. From that moment, the container can be moved from the terminal.
Although we can say that a faster customs release may lead to a shorter lead time to release the
container, there are other factors that influence the lead time such as:
-

-

The time a container can stay on the terminal without additional cost depends on the
terminal operator and can be seen as a commercial service of this terminal operator. For
non-urgent shipments, it can be useful for the forwarder to make use of this available time
window.
As long as the goods remain on the terminal, responsibility for the container remains at the
terminal and is not taken over by the haulier.

In case of time critical shipments, these reservations do not come into play and it is important to be
able to perform all administrative transactions to release the container from the terminal as soon as
possible.
Definition
This KPI measures the decrease in idle time spent in the terminal.
This KPI is applicable for:
-

Terminal
Forwarders

How to measure
- Measure the idle time spent on the terminal for a container
o Loss move received by carrier (COARRI)
o Gate move received by carrier (CODECO)
Baseline
Task list:
-

Measure the idle time spent on the terminal for a container

Baseline measurement:
-

Average lead time between is 4 to 5 days
Assumption of 1 day for time-critical shipments
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DiSCwise services
Task list:
-

Measure the idle time spent on the terminal for a container

KPI goal:
-

Decrease the baseline measurement with 50% (0,5d)

Requirements to succeed
The pilot case brings systems and industry together in an operational scenario to validate and prove
the described benefits. The success of the pilot is dependent on several parameters that can be
identified as requirements to succeed.

Software tools
The pilot used specific software tools that guide and support the business processes of the industry
partners and provide visibility on their supply chain. The core functionality provided by these tools
is:
•
•
•

Capture cargo data from ocean carrier system and forward this to customs agent as a means
to build the content of the declaration.
Capture planning data from collaboration & visibility layer and use that to determine timing
of customs declaration and thus of (1).
Capture customs release data from customs agent and use this to write off the import
manifest and update the hinterland planning.

Specification of the software prototype and the various components

The following software components are identified within the import services. These components are
made available to the industrial partners.
Manifest request service
The requestor can submit a request for one Bill of Lading number and a series of container numbers.
In response, the service will provide the information grouped per combination of the container
number and the different items that are linked to this container. One container can be in multiple
items and one item can have multiple containers. The Customs declaration references and status
updates and the remaining number of packages for the specific items are also reported.
Transit and import upload service
The upload is on declaration level. The service user can report 1 declaration per upload, containing a
list of items and containers linked to the items. Every item is linked to one or more containers and to
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exactly 1 Bill of Lading and one stay reference. Every container that has been included in a
declaration is marked, so that it is clear in case of multiple containers for one item, which containers
have not been declared.
Also the package code is stored to detect possible mismatches, and the EORI and name of the
declaring party. This will overwrite the one that was provided in the instruction to the Customs
representative.
As the bill of lading number is not unique for all vessels and shipping agents, the vessel stay
reference and the shipping agent code will be taken into account.
Management of alerts
Management of alerts is foreseen on which the different users or applications can subscribe to.
Following alerts have been defined:
•

Container fully written-off

•

Container released (including fully written-off)

•

Container not written-off before a certain time

The service users can indicate whether they need an e-mail notification or a structured XML message
that can be processed in the different applications.
Type of users that can receive notifications:
•

Customs representative, identified in transport orders and in the import/transit
upload

•

Parties defined in the transport order

•

Carrier (identified in the import services

Common Framework
Apart from the functional aspect, the pilot aims to provide benefits to the service users and service
providers by making use of the Common Framework.
The main driver of the Common Framework is to enable quick deployment of interoperable IT
systems from different vendors. How the Common Framework is applied on the Flanders pilot
solution is described in section “Use of Common Framework and supporting tools.”

Innovation
Logistics service providers are constantly looking for measures to optimize their services within the
supply chain which in the end can result in higher customer satisfaction and a reduced cost. The
innovation and concept that the Flanders pilot brings is considered as the way forward by the
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majority of the partners consulted. The reuse and sharing of existing information in a secured
environment is considered as an important step forward.

Data sharing
The ownership of the data and the possibility to make this data available for partners is a very
sensitive matter. The companies experience what we call information logistics as a necessity but on
the other hand have a certain fear in opening up new and easy ways of communication that make
use of their process data. This fear is fed by the thought that also competition can benefit from
communication process optimizations and greater data transparency. The correct level of data
security and protection of it within the supply chain user group can reduce that objection.

Scale
The supply chain is built around different parties and entities that interact but often also distrust
new ways that may lead to increased level of transparency. New ways of data communication are
certainly one cause of distrust. This restraint can be overcome if such collaboration services are
governed by a larger group such as a port community.
The vision and support of port community systems and responsible organisations such as CLECAT
and VEA play an important factor in providing understanding and confidence in new ways of
working.

Use of Common Framework and supporting tools
This section provides an overview of the Common Framework roles and messages between the
components used within the Flanders pilot. The complete description of the Common Framework
can be found in the DiSCwise Reference Architecture document.
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Import services
The 1st user/provider couple is the visibility service that interacts with the import service. The
import service uses the TSD to publish its service towards the visibility service.
The interaction between import services and customs representative is a 2nd user/provider couple
on a lower level. This means that the import service is a provider upwards and a user downwards.
Further standardisation is possible when the communication to the customs representative is also
handled via the TSD/TEP/TES. In this case the customs representative publishes a TSD, receives an
order through TEP and reports status back to the import service using TES.
The access is restricted via user name/password and every user or system needs to be registered. All
requests will be logged in the database together with the user ID. This audit trail will ensure that any
abuse can be traced afterwards.
There are 2 possibilities to query the information:
1. The carrier sends a notice of arrival to the notify party or consignee of the bill of
lading, which is the importer or the freight forwarder. This is not a structured format
in most cases, but something like a PDF sent by e-mail. If possible an electronic
message can be set up between the carrier and the forwarder/importer.
The notify or consignee on the bill of lading sends a generic “order” into the system to
assign the customs representative. The basis can be a transport order, but it should
also contain the Customs representative, that will handle the declaration, the bill of
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lading number and the container number. Also a Web form will be foreseen to assign
a customs representative for a specific bill of lading number.
As a next step, a “Transport Execution Plan” (TEP) can be arranged between the parties, e.g.
indicating that the Import Declaration should be sent before a certain deadline in order to
avoid fines from the Customs Authorities to the Ocean Carrier. The TEP will query the import
manifest information based on Bill of Lading number and container number and the writeoff data that the Customs representative needs will be added in the TEP message.
The customs representative will respond on the TEP with a “Transport Execution Status”
(TES), via Web entry or via an upload message from his internal application (Transit/import
upload service). This will be the acceptance (CUSRES) and release (CUSDEC) of the
declaration by Customs Authorities. The TES will include the MRN (Movement Reference
Number) of the declaration. The information will be stored in import service and linked to
the correct manifest article.

Import
Service

FW TEP

FW TES
FW TES
FW TES

Cargo info

FW TSD

Process
customs
declaration

CUSDEC

CUSDEC
Release

Fiscal
analysis

2. There is no “order” of the consignee or notify party. In this case the customs
representative can query the import services autonomously via the Web entry or via
the generic “Manifest Request service” from his internal application. The customs
representative can assign himself as the acting customs representative and identify his
principal, which triggers the same process as in the previous scenario.
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He can still upload the declaration information to the import services manually or
from his back-end system.
The “Import Services” can be regarded as an information service offered by a “Transport Service
Provider”.
Visibility services
The Visibility Services make further use of the transport process information to trigger alerting.

If the “writing off” by the import/transit declaration is not reported within the defined timeframe,
then an alert should be sent by the “Transport Service Provider” to the Ocean Carrier and to the
Freight Forwarder and/or Customs representative when known. This is coordinated in the Visibility
Service.
Electronic messages and alerts can also be generated to the Ocean Carrier and the
importer/forwarder in the case when, for a container linked to a specific items, all packages of all the
items have been written off and/or the declaration has been released by Customs.
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Interaction between the roles
The following diagram shows the industrial stakeholders and the customs related information that is
sent between them in a chronological order.

Colour legend:
• The black lines show the currently existing communication of customs messages.
• The blue lines indicate communications that are possible improvements and taken up in the
Flanders pilot.
• The red lines show possible future extension flows.
Explanation of the different messages:
•
•
•
•

CUSREP: vessel notification
CUSCAR: import customs manifest
IFTMIN: transport instruction
COPRAR: container loading/discharge order
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

COARRI: container loading/discharge report
CUSDEC: customs transit/import declaration. Also used for release message import
CUSRES: customs response (acceptance/reject)
COPINO: container pre-announcement (inland transport)
COREOR: container release order
CODECO: container gate-in/gate-out report message.
IFTMAN: notice of arrival message

Benefits
This section describes the benefits of the Flanders Pilot that were perceived by the pilot partners
and more specifically on their business needs. We make a distinction between the benefits that are
related to the functional solution within the Flanders pilot and the benefits that can be allocated to
the use of the Common Framework.

Import Services
Cost
The import services allow the efficiency in handling customs declarations to be optimized. All
partners have benefited from smaller or more significant improvements in their way of working
and/or provided support to their business partners. It can be seen as a general benefit for the
different roles that act in the customs compliance process. The decrease of required effort and time
to execute these activities is translated into a cost reduction.
For customs brokers the average reported benefit to handle one declaration is between 5 and 10
minutes.

Time reduction per
declaration
10'

# declarations per
(1)
month
7.000

Total benefit
(h)
1.167

Total benefit
(€)
€

(2)

36.458

Monthly av. benefit
per
(3)
entity
729 €
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5'

7.000

583

€

18.229

365 €

(1) Average number of import and transit declarations in Antwerp region.
(2) Average manpower cost of 250 € per day.
(3) Based on estimated number (50) of customs representatives in Antwerp region.

Quality of service
The success of customs compliance services is to a great extent dependent on the reliability of the
data the logistics service providers have to work with. The data sharing services and the reuse of
confirmed correct data that the import services have provided has enabled the partners to
guarantee the quality of service from carrier to customs representative and back.
The model of sharing data with business partners furthermore brings transparency in the logistics
chain that prompts service providers to be reliable and open business partners.
Benefits are quantified by calculating the cost for handling rejected declarations due to poor data
quality and clerical errors.
Rejected
% (4)
3%
6%

# rejected
declarations (1)
210
420

Time
required to
correct
10'
10'

Total time per
month
2.100’
4.200‘

Total value per
month
€ 1.750,00
€ 3.500,00

Monthly av. benefit
(2)
per entity

35,00 €
70,00 €

(4) Average number of rejected declarations. Figure by Taxud

Time to release
Although the import services provide a solution to handle customs declarations in a more efficient
way, other process also influence the time required to release the goods from the terminal. It is
therefore difficult to calculate this benefit.

Common Framework
The Common Framework’s added value is to be found in the provision of a standardized data
communication set with uniform message structures that can be implemented by the industry,
regardless of the business logic of the logistics services offered or the transport mode employed.
The benefit using the Common Framework within the backbone of a logistics network was found in
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Decrease of implementation cost
Increased service enablement

Decrease of implementation cost
Connecting systems that speak the same language clearly require less effort to integrate than
systems that each have their own data set and protocol. The reduction of cost is found in the effort
for data model analysis and data mapping to proprietary data formats.
The benefit is given by the reduction of effort in days as a result of using a standardized data model
such as the Common Framework.

Baseline task
(1)
Data analysis
Mapping ERP to
GLN service
(1)
supplier
Process testing
(1)
and correcting
Total

Baseline
(3)
duration
2 days
5 days

DiSCwise task
Switch on and
customer testing

Common
(3)
Framework
3 days

(2)

3 day
10 days

Comments
(1)
Per process document
(2)
Common Framework to
be backward compatible
(3)
Depending on process
complexity (here average
complexity)

3 days

Increased service enablement
The use of a Common Framework by different logistics service providers can speed up the
enablement by lowering the barrier for integration. This barrier typically is created by high costs and
long implementation time. The use of a Common Framework can lower the effort from integration
with service providers to a switch-on of services.

Baseline task
Data and process
(6)
analysis

Baseline
(3)
duration DiSCwise task
10 days

Switch on and
service supplier

Common
(3)
Framework
Comments
3 days

(4)

(1)
(2)

Per process document
Common Framework to
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Mapping GLN service
supplier to logistics
(5)
service supplier

15 days

testing

(2)

be backward compatible
(3)
Depending on process
complexity (here average
complexity)
(4)
Maximum. Only
connectivity enablement is
required
(5)
Cost are often born by
service user or GLN
provider
(6)
This task needs
significant amount of effort

Process testing and bug 10 days
(1)
fixing

Total

35 days

3 days

Lessons learned
The import and visibility services and the use of the Common Framework within the Flanders pilot
and the use have led to the following conclusions and insights:
•

•
•
•
•

•

There is a strong interest by different industry partners within the port community, with as a
result competition issues. Due to their commercial nature, the Import services can only work
when implemented at a higher level (Port Community, Industry organisations).
The service solution and standardisation are recognised as a way forward by the industry
and leading organisations.
There is a conservative attitude to sharing data and a concern over data ownership issues.
The reason is found in the commercial value of the data.
The Common Framework can help to lower the technical boundaries. Faster roll-out of new
services, activation of new users and reduction of implementation costs.
Use of the Common Framework in GLN provides decrease of implementation costs and
increased service enablement by lowering the barrier for integration (high costs +
implementation time).
Multiplication is possible by adopting the import services and Common Framework in large
communication networks and service platforms such as the Global Logistics Network (GLN)
of Descartes Systems Group and the Antwerp Port Community System (APCS).
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